Let t be the time it takes standard ¿-dimensional Brownian motion, started at a point inside a cone T in R¿ which has aperture angle 6 , to leave the cone. Burkholder has determined the smallest p , denoted p(6, d), such that Etp = oo . We show that if y e dF then the smallest p , such that E(rP\Bz = y) = oo , is p = 2p{6, d) + (d -2)/2 .
be the cone {tp < 6}. We use To to designate the exit time of a process from a domain D, and we shorten Tr to t . Probability and expectation for standard ^-dimensional Brownian motion started at x will be denoted by Px and Ex, and if y £ dT (boundary of Y), P£ and El designate probability and expectation for this motion conditioned to exit Y at y or, more formally, of the «-process, with « the Poisson kernel of Y for the boundary point y.
We will discuss «-processes in more detail later.
Let p(6, 2) = n/26, and, for d > 2, put p(6, d) = 2supLx : 6 < Xx¿}, where Xx ¿ is the smallest positive zero of the hypergeometric function h(w) = F(-x,x + d-2,(dl)/2; (1 -cosu;)/2), with F(a,b,c;t) = ZZoi!W!r>and (r)k = r(r+l)---(r + k). In [1] it is shown that for x £ Y and p > 0, Exx" < oo if and only if p < p (6, d) . This was sharpened and generalized by [4] . Our main result is Theorem 1. Let x £ Y, y £ dY, and p > 0. Then Exrp < oo if and only if
Proof. Our proof of this theorem essentially involves giving a new proof of Burkholder's result which, with little alteration, can be used for conditioned Brownian motion, although we note that this "new" proof rests on a calculation originally made by Burkholder. Let Y" = Y n {\x\ < 2"} , S" = Y n {\x\ = 2"}, and Hn = S" n {tp < 6/2} be the middle half of S" . We first prove Theorem 1 in the case x = 1 and y = 0, and then explain how to extend the proof to the general case. Let xn be the first time a process hits. Sn . Then oo (1) EXXP = ££,(T'|T" < T < Xn+X)PX(X" < T < X"+X) n=0 and oo (2) E°xp = 5^£,?(t^|t" < t < vO^tt« < T < TB+1).
«=0
We will show
where a" ~ ô" means that an/bn is bounded above and below by positive constants which, while they may depend on 6, d, and p, do not depend on « > 0. We also show that there is an a = a(8) > 0 such that both of the following hold: To complete the proof of Theorem 1 in this special case we need to prove (3)- (5) . Before we do, we collect some of the tools we will use. We let Px,D = P% and Ex'D = Ex denote probability and expectation for the «-process in a domain D with associated harmonic function «. Here, the only «-processes we will be concerned with are Brownian motion conditioned to exit a domain at a specified point or set. For a formal description of «-processes and proofs of the properties of «-processes stated below, see [5] . Let G be a subdomain of D, x £ G, h harmonic in D. Then the exit distribution from G under Px is given by (6) Phx(BZG €A) = J ^dPx(BZG = z), AcdG,A Borel.
Furthermore, conditioned on BZa , the process Bt, 0 < t < Xq , has the same distribution under both Px and Px . Especially, the distribution of the exit time of Bt from the open ball B(x, S) c D, of center x and radius Ô , is the same under both Px and Px , since this distribution conditioned on the exit position from the ball is the same and by symmetry does not depend on the exit position, under Px.
In the following inequalities, c, C, Cp , etc., stand for generic positive constants, which may depend on 6 and d but do not depend on «. Let the harmonic functions u and v be defined in Yx by u(x) = Px(BZr e Sx) and v(x) = Px(BTr¡ £HX). Lemma 1. If x £ Yx and \x\ < 1, then u(x) < Cv(x). Proof. A direct probabilistic proof is not too difficult, but since Lemma 1 follows immediately from the boundary Harnack principle for Lipschitz domains (see [7] ), we take this route. This principle implies that, given x £ dYli {\x\ < 1} , there is a S(x) > 0, such that u(y) < Cv(y) if y £ Yr\B(x, ô(x)). Since we can pick a finite number of x such that the union of the B(x, ô(x)) for these x contains {dY} n {\x\ < 1} and since clearly u(y) < Cv(y) for y in a compact subset of Yx, Lemma 1 follows. D Now let K(x) be the Poisson kernel for Y with respect to the point 0 ; that is, K is the unique function in Y which is harmonic and positive, has limit zero as either oo or a nonzero boundary point is approached, and satisfies (is normalized so that) Ä"(l) = 1. Scaling shows there is a positive number ß and a positive function g on [0,0) such that K(x) = g((p)/\x\ß. The exponent ß = ß(9) > 0 was found in [1] . We also note that M(x) = K(x/\x\2)/\x\d'2 = \x\ß+2~dg(<P) is harmonic in Y (see [6, p. 36] ). Let a = ß + 2 -d, so M(x) = \x\ag(<p).
Lemma 2. For each p > 0 there is a constant Cp such that if h is harmonic in
Yx and x £ Yx, (7) Exx"<Cp.
Proof. That supx h Exx < oc is a result of Cranston [2] , and the argument that extends this to (7) is standard (see the end of the first section in [3] ). D Now we prove (3)-(5), starting with (4). Note that X = max{g(tp) : tp < 9} < oo and n = min{g(tp) : tp < 9/2} > 0. The fact that 1 = M(l) = EM(BZn) = EM(BZn)I(xn < x), where / denotes indicator function, together with Lemma 1 and scaling, gives cPi(t" < r)(2")a < 1 < CPi(t" < T)(2")a. Clearly Px(t"+i > x) > c, x £ Sn , and this, together with the preceding inequalities, gives (4). Next we prove (5). We have, by (6) with h = K, recalling that g(l) = K(l)=l, (8) Px°(BXrn £ Sn) < X(2-")l*Px(BTrn £ Sn) < CX2-"^2~"a, where the last inequality follows from (4). Furthermore, again by (6) in the second inequality and Lemma 1 in the third, Px°(BZra £ Sn) > Px°(BXr" £ H") > nPx(BZTn £ Hn)QT*y > cPx(BZVn £ S")2~"ß > c2-"ß2-"a.
Together with (8), this proves (5).
Next we prove (3). Let G" = {xn < x < x"+x} . On G" , x = x" + (x -x"). That Ex(xP!\xn < x) < Cv22np follows from Lemma 2, with « = u and scaling, and since Px(xn+X > x) > c, x £ S" , we have Px(G") > cPx(xn < x). Thus (9) Ex(xpn\Gn) < Cp22"» .
The inequality
£?(t£|t" < t) < Cp22"' follows from Lemma 2 with « = u and scaling, recalling the first sentence after inequality (6). Now by Lemma 1 and formula (6), we have from (11) that PX(G") > cPx(xn < x), and this together with (10), gives where we recall the second sentence after (6) , and use scaling to obtain the next to the last inequality, and use (11) and (12) to prove the last inequality. Together, (9), (13)-(15), (17), and (18) establish (3), and thus Theorem 1, in the special case that x = 1 and y = 0, is proved. Finally, we prove the general case. For y £ dY, that Eyxxp is either finite for all x £ Y or infinite for all x £ Y, follows from the well-known argument that shows the analogous result for Exxp , which we will not repeat. Since, if a is positive, the distribution of x under Pal is the distribution of a2T under Pi, evidently Eyxxp is either finite for all x £ Y and nonzero y £ dY or infinite for all these x, y. To finish the proof, it suffices to show that there is just one y t¿ 0, y £ dY, such that for all p , E^xp and Eyxp are finite for exactly the same values of p . Pick y such that \y\ < \ . Let K' be the Poisson kernel for T for the point y, normalized so that ÄT'(l) = 1. Now it follows easily from Theorem 5.20 of Jerison and Kenig (1982) that cK(x) < K'(x) < CK(x), x £ Y, \x\ > 1, and thus the proof of the E\° case of Theorem 1 works essentially without change, to show that Eyxp is finite for the same p for which Exxp is finite. This finishes our proof of Theorem 1. D
